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Cooperative Broadcastfor Maximum Network
Lifetime
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Abstract— We consider cooperative data broadcast in a wir e-
lessnetwork with the objective to maximize the network lifetime.
To increasethe energy-efficiency, we allow the nodesthat are out
of the transmissionrange of a transmitter to collect the energy of
unreliably received overheard signals.As a messageis forwarded
thr ough the network, nodes will have multiple opportunities
to reliably receive the messageby collecting energy during
each retransmission. We refer to this strategy as cooperative
(accumulative) broadcast.

We present the Maximum Lifetime Accumulative Broadcast
(MLAB) algorithm that specifiesthe nodes’order of transmission
and transmit power levels. We prove that the solution found
by MLAB algorithm is optimal but not necessarilyunique. The
power levels found by the algorithm ensure that the lifetimes
of the relays are the same,causing them to fail simultaneously.
Therefore, the algorithm performs optimum load balancing. For
the samebattery levels at all the nodes, the optimum transmit
powers becomethe same.

Cooperative broadcastnot only increasesthe energy-efficiency
during the broadcast by allowing for more energy radiated
in the network to be collected, but also makes optimum load
balancing possible, by relaxing the constraint imposed by the
conventional broadcast,that a relay has to transmit with power
sufficient to reachits mostdisadvantagedchild. Simulation results
demonstrate that cooperative broadcast significantly increased
network lifetime compared to conventional broadcast.

Index Terms— Cooperative broadcast,maximum network life-
time, optimum transmit powers

I . INTRODUCTION

We considertheproblemof energy-efficientbroadcastingin
awirelessnetwork. Priorwork onthissubjecthasbeenfocused
on the minimum-energy broadcastproblemwith the objective
of minimizing thetotal transmittedpower in thenetwork. This
problem was shown in [1]–[3] to be NP-complete.Several
heuristicsfor constructingenergy-efficientbroadcasttreeshave
beenproposed(see[1], [2], [4]–[6] andreferencestherein).

However, broadcastingdatathroughanenergy-efficient tree
drainsthebatteriesat thenodesunevenly causinghigherdrain
relays to fail first. The performanceobjective that addresses
this issue is maximizing the network lifetime. The network
lifetime is definedto be the durationof a datasessionuntil
the first nodebatteryis fully drained[7]. Finding a broadcast
tree that maximizesnetwork lifetime was consideredin [8]–
[10]. Thesimilar problemof maximizingthe network lifetime
duringa multicastwasaddressedin [11]. Becausetheenergies
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of the nodesin a tree are drainedunevenly, the optimal tree
changesin time and therefore the authors [8]–[11] distin-
guishedbetweenthe static and dynamic maximum lifetime
problem.In a staticproblem,a single tree is usedthroughout
the broadcastsessionwhereasthe dynamicproblemallows a
sequenceof treesto beused.Sincethelatterapproachbalances
thetraffic moreevenly amongthenodes,it generallyperforms
better. For the staticproblem,an algorithmwasproposedthat
finds the optimum tree [8]. For the specialcaseof identical
initial batteryenergy at thenodes,theoptimumtreewasshown
to be the minimum spanningtree. In a dynamic problem,a
seriesof treeswereusedthatwereperiodicallyupdated[9] or
usedwith assignedduty cycles [10].

Wireless formulations of the above broadcastproblems
assumethatanodecanbenefitfrom acertaintransmissiononly
if thereceivedpower is above a thresholdrequiredfor reliable
communication.This is a pessimisticassumption.A nodefor
which the receivedpower is below the requiredthreshold,but
above the receiver noise floor, can collect energy from the
unreliablereceptionof the transmittedinformation.

Moreover, it was observed in the relay channel[12] that
utilizing unreliable overheardinformation was essentialto
achieving capacity. This idea is particularly suited for the
broadcastproblem,where a node has multiple opportunities
to receive a messageasthe messageis forwardedthroughthe
network. We borrow this idea and re-examine the broadcast
problem under the assumptionthat nodes accumulatethe
energy of unreliable receptions.We refer to this particular
cooperative strategy as accumulative broadcast [13]. For
fadingchannels,the cooperationbetweenthe nodesoffers the
additional benefit as a form of diversity [14]–[16]. In this
paper, we addressthe problem of maximizing the network
lifetime by employing the accumulative broadcast.As in
the conventional broadcastproblem, we impose a reliable
forwarding constraintthata nodecanforwarda messageonly
after reliably decodingthat message.

We show that the maximum lifetime broadcastproblem
hasa simpleoptimal solutionandproposeMaximum Lifetime
Accumulative Broadcast (MLAB) algorithm that finds it. The
solution specifies the order of transmissionsand transmit
power levels at the nodes.The power levels given by the
solutionensurethat the lifetimes of relay nodesare the same
and thus, their batteriesdie simultaneously. Therefore, the
MLAB algorithmperformsoptimal loadbalancing,thereis no
needfor dynamic updatesof the solution and the algorithm
solvesboth staticanddynamicproblemat the sametime. As
shown later, this is due to the accumulative broadcastthat
naturally allows for load balancing.Moreover, the simplicity
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of the solution allows us to formulate a distributed MLAB
algorithm

�
that useslocal informationat the nodesandis thus

bettersuitedfor networks with large numberof nodes[17].
The paperis organizedas follows. In the next section,we

give the network model and in SectionIII, we formulatethe
problem. In Section IV, we presentMLAB algorithm that
finds the optimal solution.In SectionV, we show the benefit
of accumulative broadcastto the network lifetime compared
to the conventionalbroadcastthroughsimulationresults.The
proofsof the theoremsaregiven in the Appendix.

I I . SYSTEM MODEL

We considera static wireless network of � nodessuch
that from eachtransmittingnode � to eachreceiving node � ,
thereexistsanAWGN channelof bandwidth � characterized
by a frequency non-selective link gain ���	� . In our analysis,
we do not consider fading and thus each channel is time-
invariantwith a constantlink gain representingthesignalpath
loss.We further assumelarge enoughbandwidthresourcesto
enableeachtransmissionto occur in an orthogonalchannel,
thuscausingno interferenceto othertransmissions.Eachnode
hasboth transmitterandreceiver capableof operatingover all
channels.

A receiver node
 is saidto be in the transmissionrangeof
transmitter� if the received power at 
 is above a threshold
that ensuresthe capacityof the channelfrom � to 
 is above
the coderate of node � . We assumethat eachnodecan use
different power levels, which will determineits transmission
range.The nodesbeyond the transmissionrangewill receive
an unreliablecopy of a transmittedsignal. Thosenodescan
exploit the fact that a messageis sentthroughmultiple hops
on its way to all the nodes.Repeatedtransmissionsact as a
repetitioncodefor all nodesbeyond the transmissionrange.

After a certainmessagehasbeentransmittedfrom a source,
labeled node � , sequenceof retransmissionsat appropriate
power levelswill ensurethateventuallyeverynodehasreliably
decodedthe broadcastmessage.Henceforth,we focus on the
broadcastof a singlemessageandsay that a nodeis reliable
onceit hasreliably decodedthebroadcastmessage.Underthe
reliableforwardingconstraint,anodeis permittedto retransmit
(forward) only after reliably decodingthe message.

The constraintof reliable forwarding imposesan ordering
on the network nodes.In particular, a node � will decodea
messagefrom thetransmissionsof aspecificsetof transmitting
nodesthat becamereliable prior to node � . Starting with
node 1, the source,as the first reliable node, a solution to
the cooperative broadcastproblem will be characterizedby
a reliability schedule, which specifiesthe order in which the
nodesbecomereliable.

A reliability schedule ������������������������������� is simply a per-
mutation of �� �"!#�����������$� that always startswith the source
node���&%'� . Givena reliability schedule,it will beconvenient
for the following discussionto relabel the nodessuch that
the scheduleis simply �� �"!#�������(���)� . After each node �+*, �-�����������/.0� 1 transmitswith averagepower 2 � , themaximal
numberof bits per secondthat canbe achieved at node � is

[18]

3 �4%5�76�8:9 � �&;
�=<���?>@� � �	� 2 �
�BA:� bits/s, (1)

where � A is theone-sidedpower spectraldensityof thenoise.
Let the requireddatarate for broadcasting3 be given by

3 %5�76C8�9 � �&;
D

�BA � bits/s� (2)

From (1) and (2), achieving 3 �E% 3 implies that the total
received power at node � has to be above the threshold

D
,

that is, �F<G�
�?>@�

� ��� 2 �IH D � (3)

After thedatahasbeensuccessfullybroadcasted,all thenodes
are reliable and feasibility constraint(3) is satisfiedat every
node � . When communicatingat rate 3 , the requiredsignal
energy per bit is J@KL% DNM 3 Joules/bit.This energy can be
collectedat a node � during one transmissioninterval  OP��QR�
from a transmissionof a single node � with power 2 � %DNM � �	� , as commonlyassumedin broadcastingproblem[1],
[2], [4], [8]–[10] . However, using the accumulative strategy,
the requiredenergy J K is collectedfrom �4.S� transmissions.

I I I . APPROACH

A lifetime of a node � transmittingwith power 2�T is given
by QGT"UV2�T"WX%5Y�T M 2�T where Y�T is initial batteryenergy at node � .
The network lifetime is the time until the first nodefailure

QGZ [�\(U^]_W`%badc�eT QGT"UV2�TfW (4)

where ] is a vectorof transmittednodepowers.The problem
is to maximizethe network lifetime underthe constraintsthat
all nodesbecomereliable.

In the conventionalbroadcastproblem, the broadcasttree
uniquelydeterminesthe transmissionlevels;a relay that is the
parentof a group of siblings in the broadcasttree transmits
with the power neededto reliably reachthe most disadvan-
tagedsibling in thegroup.Hence,thearcsin thebroadcasttree
uniquelydeterminethe power levels for eachtransmission.

In the accumulative broadcast,however, thereis no a clear
parent-childrelationshipbetweennodesbecausenodescollect
energy from the transmissionsof many nodes.Furthermore,
the optimumsolutionmay requirethat a relay transmitswith
apower level differentfrom thelevel preciselyneededto reach
a groupof nodesreliably; thenodesmaycollect therestof the
neededenergy from the future transmissionsof other nodes.
In fact, the optimum solution often favors such situations
becauseall nodesbeyond the rangeof a certaintransmission
arecollectingenergy while they areunreliable;the moresuch
nodes,the more efficiently the transmittedenergy is being
used.

The differencesfrom the conventional broadcastproblem
dictatea new approach.The optimum solution must specify
the reliability scheduleas well as the transmit power levels
used at each node. Given a schedule,we can formulate a
linearprogram(LP) thatwill find theoptimumsolutionfor that
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schedule.Sucha solutionwill identify thosenodesthatshould
transmit and their transmissionpower levels. A reliability
schedulecanbe representedby a matrix g where

h TCi % � node � scheduledto transmitafter node 

O otherwise

(5)

Each h TCi is an indicator that a node � collects energy from
a transmissionby node 
 . Note that h TCTj%kO , for all � andh i�T %l�B. h TCi . Given a scheduleg , we definea gain matrixm UngoW with elementUC����
#W givenby � TCi h TCi . Then,wecandefine
the problemof maximizing the network lifetime for schedule
g in termsof the vector ] of transmittedpowersas

adc�epadq�r 2 T
Y�T (6)

subjectto
m UngoW^] Hts D � (6a)

] Htu � (6b)

The inequality (6a) contains �v.k� constraintsas in (3),
requiringthat theaccumulatedreceivedpower at all thenodes
but the source is above the threshold

D
. Alternatively, we

can definethe problemin termsof normalized nodepowers
2 T %E2�T"Y � M Y(T that account for different battery capacities
at the nodes.The lifetime at every node � in terms of the
normalizedpower is as if all the batterieswere the same:
Q�Tj%wY(T M 2xT$%wY � M 2 T . In terms of normalizednode powers,
Problem(6) canbe definedas

adcCepaIq:r 2 T (7)

subjectto
m UngyW ] Hts D �

] Htu
whereeachcolumn z T of thenormalizedgainmatrix

m UngyW is
obtainedfrom the correspondingcolumn z T of matrix

m UngyW
as z`{|%}z T Y T M Y � .

For any scheduleg , we canformulateProblem(7) asa LP
in termsof transmitpower levels ]

~2���U^goW_%jadcCe ~2 (8)

subjectto
m UngyW ] Hts D � (8a)

]S� s ~2 (8b)

] H5u � (8c)

If
~2j% ~2 � U^goW , thenthereexistsa powervector ] suchthat(8b)

and (8c) are satisfied.It follows that for any 2�� ~2 , ]b� s 2 .
Thus, for any power

~2 H ~2 � UngyW , we say that power
~2 is

feasible for scheduleg . We let 2 � denotetheoptimumpower
2 � %0adc�e�� ~2 � UngoW . Equation(8) is a formal statementof the
problemfrom which finding the bestschedulecorresponding
to 2 � is not apparent.We will seethat the power 2 � , may, in
fact, be the solution to (8) for a set of schedules,� � . Note
that, because2 � is the optimum power, schedulesin � � are
the only schedulesfor which power 2 � is feasible.

Ratherthanidentifying � � , we employ a simpleprocedure
that for any power 2 , determinesthe schedulesfor which
power 2 is feasible. In particular, to distribute a broadcast
message,we let eachnoderetransmitwith power 2 as soon
as possible, namelyas soonas it becomesreliable.We refer

to sucha distribution asthe ASAP UV2�W distribution. During the
ASAPUV2�W distribution,themessagewill beresentin asequence
of retransmissionstagesfrom setsof nodes � � UC2|W���� � UV2�W��������
with power 2 where in eachstage � , a set � T that became
reliableduringstage��.L� , transmitsandmakes � T��@� reliable.
Let � T UC2|W and � T UC2|W denotethe reliablenodesandunreliable
nodesat the start of stage� . Then, �	��UC2|WN%k� and �#TfUC2|WF%
����UC2|W��j�������$��T�UV2�W . The set ��T��@��UC2|W is given by

� T���� UV2�W`% , � *S� T UV2�W_��2
� �-�������"�

��� �IH D 1 � (9)

Note that if power 2 is too small, the ASAPUC2|W distribution
can stall at stage � with �#T��@��UC2|Wj%��#TfUC2|W and ��T"UV2�W��%¡  .
In this case,ASAPUV2�W fails to distribute the messageto all
nodes.When ��TfUC2�W¢%/  at any � , the ASAPUC2|W distribution
terminates successfully. We will saythatASAPUC2�W distribution
is a feasible broadcast if it terminatessuccessfully.

The partial node ordering, ����UV2�W�������UC2|W�������� , specifiesthe
sequencein which nodesbecamereliableduring theASAPUV2�W
distribution. In particular, any scheduleg that is consistent
with this partial ordering is a feasibleschedulefor power 2 .
Nodesthatbecomereliableduringthesamestageof ASAPUV2�W
canbescheduledin anarbitraryorderamongthemselvessince
thesenodesdo not contribute to eachother’s received power.
The following theoremverifies that in terms of maximizing
the network lifetime it is sufficient to consideronly schedules
consistentwith the ASAPUC2|W distribution.

Theorem 1: If £2 is a feasiblepower for schedule £g , then
the ASAPU¤£2|W distribution is a feasiblebroadcast.
In particular, Theorem1 implies that for optimum power 2 � ,
the ASAPUV2 � W distribution is feasible.

We next present the Maximum Lifetime Accumulative
Broadcast (MLAB) algorithm, that determinesthe optimum
power 2 � . Once the power 2 � is given, broadcastingwith
ASAPUV2 � W will maximizethe network lifetime.

IV. MLAB ALGORITHM

We label node � asthe sourceand ! asits closestneighbor
(more precisely, the node with the highest link gain to the
source).The idea of the algorithm is the following. In order
to broadcastinformation, node � has to make at least one
node, its closest neighbor, reliable. Therefore,node � has
to transmit with power

D=M � �¤� . This determinesthe initial
candidate broadcast power as 2¥% DNM � �¤� . Once reliable,
node! cantransmitwith thesamepower 2 without increasing
the candidatepower. If thesetwo transmissionsmake a new
set of nodesreliable, we can repeatthe sameprocedure:we
allow transmissionsfrom new reliable nodesuntil no new
nodesaremadereliableandall reliablenodeshave transmitted
with power 2 . At this point, if all � nodes are reliable,
we are done. Otherwise,at least one reliable node has to
increaseits transmitpower by somepower level ¦ in order
for theinformationto bebroadcast.That,in turn, increasesthe
candidatepower 2 to 2_;F¦ andthereforeall reliablenodescan
increasetheirpowerby ¦ . In fact,theincrease¦ is minimized
if power 2B;d¦ is sufficient to make onemoreunreliablenode
reliable.This procedurecan then be repeateduntil all nodes
arereliable.
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Initialize: 2j% DNM � �¤�
Start:§ Set � � UC2|W`% , � 1 ; � � UC2|W`%t�G¨

apply the ASAP UC2|W distribution;
If ASAP UV2�W stalls at stage ©GUC2|W :

for all 
ª*S��« ����� UV2�W calculate:
¦)iR% DNM � �-��¬? ®n¯����"� ��i��=.o2 ;

Set: ¦ � %°adcCe i(�-±²¬? ®n¯f���"� ¦)i ; 2j³/2I;´¦ � ;
go to Start;

end

The cardinality of � is given by µ��Xµ . �G¨ denotes the
complement.

Fig. 1. MLAB algorithm.

Thus, in the MLAB algorithmwe find the optimumpower
2 � through a seriesof ASAPUV2�W distributions, starting with
the smallestpossiblecandidatepower, 2/% DNM �:�-� . If the
ASAPUC2|W distribution stallsat somestage©GUC2|W , we determine
the minimum power increase¦ � for which ASAPUV2¶;°¦ � W
will not stall at stage©�UV2�W , in the following way. The increase
in candidatebroadcastpower ¦ i neededto make a node

d*L��« ����� UV2�W reliablemustsatisfy

D %·UC2ª;y¦)i-W
� �-��¬? ®^¯f�����

��i���� (10)

We choose ¦ � %¥adc�e i(�-±²¬( ®n¯?����� ¦)i . Becausethe ASAPUC2|W
distribution hasstalled,we increase2 to 2$;S¦ � and restart
the MLAB algorithm.

The pseudocodeof the algorithmis given in Figure1. The
MLAB algorithmendsafter ¸¹�·�+.º� restarts.Thereexists
a setof feasibleschedulesthat areconsistentwith the partial
orderinggiven by the ASAPUC2|W distribution. The normalized
transmitpower at all nodesin �#»�UC2|W is 2 . Note that the last
transmittingset ��»�UV2�W could in fact, transmitwith power less
than 2 if it is enoughfor the last unreliable set ��»�UC2�W to
becomereliable.Thus,choosingthe power level at all nodes
to be 2 is not necessarilya uniquesolution.While this won’t
changethe network lifetime, the latter solution will reduce
the total broadcastpower in the network. Next we show that
the power found by MLAB is in fact optimumpower, that is,
2¶%S2 � .

Theorem 2: TheMLAB algorithmfindstheoptimumpower
2 � suchthattheASAPUC2 � W distributionmaximizesthenetwork
lifetime.
The full restartsof the MLAB algorithm are usedprimarily
to simplify the proof of Theorem2. In fact, when MLAB
stalls,it is sufficient for thereliablenodesto offer incremental
retransmissionsatpower ¦ � . Thisobservationwill bethebasis
of distributedalgorithmsproposedin [17].

V. PERFORMANCE

We now evaluate the benefit of accumulative broadcast
to the network lifetime and compareit to the conventional
network broadcastthat discardsoverhearddatain a network.
In particular, networks with randomly positionednodesin a
�(OI¼���O squareregion weregenerated.The transmittedpower
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Fig. 2. Broadcastpower for differentpropagationexponentvalues.

was attenuatedwith distance ½ as ½¤¾ for different values
of propagationexponent ¿À%E!#�"ÁP��Â . The received power
thresholdwas chosento be

D %�� . Resultswere basedon
the performanceof ��O�O randomlychosennetworks.

Figure 2 shows the broadcastpower 2 for different values
of propagationexponent in networks with different node
densities.The observedpower decreaseis dueto shorterhops
betweennodesin densernetworks.For equalbatterycapacities
at the nodes,the correspondingnetwork lifetime is shown in
Figure3.

Figures4 and5 show the benefitof accumulative broadcast
ascomparedto conventionalbroadcastto thenetwork lifetime.
For conventionalbroadcast,the authorsin [8], [9] proposed
two algorithms,MSNL and MST, that maximize the static
network lifetime as well WMSTSW, a greedyalgorithm that
increasesthe dynamiclifetime. We comparethe performance
of thesealgorithmsfor three different battery energy distri-
bution as given in [8], [9], to the network lifetime found by
theMLAB algorithm.Severalotheralgorithmsto increasethe
dynamicnetwork lifetime were evaluatedin [9] with similar
performanceto WMSTSW. As expected,we seethat solution
found by MLAB considerablyincreasesnetwork lifetime.
Typically, MLAB increasedthenetwork lifetime by a factorof
! or more.The reasonis twofold: first, becausethe broadcast
usesthe energy of overheardinformation enablingfor more
radiatedenergy to be capturedand second,becauseMLAB
finds the optimumsolutionwhereasthe solutionsgiven in [8],
[9] aregenerallysuboptimaleven for conventionalbroadcast.

VI . APPENDIX

Proof: Theorem 1
Givena schedule £g , it will beconvenientto relabelthenodes
suchthat

m U#ÃgyW is lower triangular. Schedule £g is thengiven
by C�-��!P���������$� . Theproof is by inductionon � , where � is the
index to a sequenceof stagesduringtheASAPU¤£2�W distribution.
Weshow thatat thestartof stage� , nodes

, �-�������(���P1=ÄÅ� � U¤£2|W .
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This will guaranteethat node �F;¹� becomesreliablein stage
� since,by schedule £g , node ��;L� is madereliableby nodes, �-�����������P1 .

Case ��%l� is obvious since �G��U¤£2|W�% , � 1 for any £2 . Next
assumethat

, � �����������P1=Ä·�#��U¤£2�W . This implies

£2
i(�-�PÆ��"Ç���

� �?�@�(È iBH £2
i(��É?�?ÈËÊËÊËÊ È � Ì

� �?�@�(È iRH ��Í?� D (11)

where(a) follows from the feasibility of power £2 for schedule£g . We concludethat ��;y�F*S�#�?����U¤£2�W andsince
, �-�������(���P1NÄ

�#�xU¤£2|W	ÄÎ�²�?�@��U�£2�W , it follows that
, � �������(���I;5� 1ªÄl�²�?�@��U�£2�W ,

for any �tÏ¡� . Thus,
, �-�����������´1°ÄÐ�#�IU¤£2|W , implying the

ASAPU¤£2|W distribution makesall nodesreliable. Ñ
Proof: Theorem 2
Underpower 2 , considerthe set � T UV2�W of reliablenodesat the
start of stage� of the ASAPUC2|W distribution. Node 
 belongs
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to �#T�����UV2�W if f
2
���-���������?È � Ò>�i

��i�� H DÔÓ
(12)

otherwise, 
k*¡� T���� UC2|W . The ASAPUV2�W distribution makes
node
ª*L� T UV2�W reliableat stage� if 
d*S� T��@� UV2�W . Supposethe
last restartof the MLAB algorithmoccurswhenthe power is
2 andthe ASAPUV2�W distribution stallsat stageÕ . This implies

2
� �-��Ö������

��i��IÏ D � 
d*S��×xUV2�W�� (13)

In this case,we restartMLAB with broadcastpower 2j;°¦
where ¦7%°adcCe i(�-±²Ö-����� ¦)i and ¦)i satisfies

UC2d;´¦)i-W
� �-��Ö¤�����

��i��ª% D � (14)

This implies

UC2I;´¦oW
� �-��Ö-�����

��i��d� D � 
ª*´��×PUC2|W�� (15)

Since this is the last restart of MLAB, the ASAPUV2S;0¦yW
distribution is a feasiblebroadcast.It follows that 2 � �¹2F;$¦
since 2 � is the optimal broadcastpower. To show that 2 � %
2I;´¦ requiresthe following lemma.

Lemma 1: For any power 2�ØtÏÙ2b;Ú¦ , the ASAPUV2�Ø�W
distribution stallswith � × UC2�Ø^W_%t� × UV2�W .
Lemma 1 implies that if 2 � Ï/2o;º¦ , then the ASAPUV2 � W
distribution will stall, which is a contradictionof Theorem1.
Thus,at the final restartof the MLAB algorithm, the power
is 2I;y¦Û%S2 � .
Proof: Lemma 1
Let ÜÝ%·�#×xUV2�Ø�W#ÞX�#×#UC2|W . First, we show by contradictionthat
Ü is an emptyset.SupposeÜ is nonempty. Let ÕPØ denotethe
first stagein which a node 
 Ø_*ºÜ was madereliable by the
ASAPUV2�Ø�W distribution. Thus,

D �¹2 Ø
� �-� Ö�ß ��� ß �

��i ß ��� (16)
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Moreover, � × ß UC2�Ø�W�Ä·� × UV2�W sinceup to stageÕPØ , all nodesthat
weremadereliableby ASAPUC2�Ø^W belongto � × UC2|W . Hence,

D �°2 Ø
� �-� Ö �����

��i ß � (17)

Ï ��Í?� UV2I;y¦yW
���-� Ö ���"�

� i ß � (18)

� ��Kà� D (19)

since (a) follows from 2�ØoÏv2S;5¦ and (b) follows from
Equation(15). Thus we have the contradiction

D Ï D
and

we concludethat Ü is empty, �#×xUV2�Ø�W_%t�²×xUC2|W , and ��×#UC2�Ø�W_%
��×xUV2�W . Second,we observe that ASAPUC2�Ø^W stalls at stage Õ
sincefor all 
ª*´��×xUC2�Ø�W`%·��×PUC2�W ,
2 Ø

� �-��Ö-��� ß �
� i�� %�2 Ø

� �-��Ö¤�����
� i�� ÏÚUC2I;´¦yW

� �-��Ö-�����
� i�� � D �

(20)
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